
WURM, 10-7-2017, 15.00

present eBob, Wybren, Harro, Des, Mark, Aard, Jonathan, Ilse

eBob: finished runjob for JUC. Working on SCHED< finding out where keyin
happens, level after level

Wybre: working on transfer of ccsbeta. Should test e before September.
Using old ssh keys, some confusion about acceptance. Upgrading
flexbuffs, working on monitoring systems, and has to replace yet another
failing disk on Aribox.

Harro: got email from Ed, doing test on Mark5c, got all kind of problems,
found out he was using an old version. Put jiveplot stuff on github, but not
the jive-vlbi. Will move. Transfered files with his transfer program, some
strange stuff with UDT, dead locks? Using TCP for the time being.

Des: maybe JUC tests, otherwise work on FF. Maybe put stuff in repository
this week.

Mark: talked to George, was explained the new way of working at NRAO
wrt repository. Do dev + test on a branch, put in pool (or pull?) request,
person with authority inserts it. Like this can make test releases, give to
people for test. Will be very useful for workshop. FF in 5.2? Also talked to
Antonia about voevent, now have a better scenario for the demo.
Contacted Ed about the sync word, he thinks he can fold it into the
release. Should do some tests with UWE and Jon.

Aard: Joe came by for CASA/Jupyter, still trying to find out what he is
supposed to do. Duev too, talked about RA. Seeems ephemeris version 2
is not the right one, it has all kinds of corrections. Also accelleration terms
might be wrong. Maybe use pima (of Petrov). Checking SFXC for new
release. Normalisation was wrong fraction of %. Has always been. Now
fixed.

Jonathan: found that UB rejects all packets because they are all wrong.
Formatter test needed. Also, +- 1sec register are not counting, unclear.
New signal tap meets timing, will leave it in design.

Ilse: did attempt at science with Meg. Tried building PGPLOT, failed, needs
it for difmap. For the rest, telecons and a course this week.


